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Female Fighting FEATURE ARTICLE of the Week

 

"King" of Queens– It’s all in the Name of this Female Fighter”  
 
Right now Lisa is enjoying the great publicity she’s gained from being on 
Oxygen Channel's weekly TV show.  
 
When Oxygen Channel decides to do 
something big, they get the best people 
involved with their plans. After a successful 
pilot 2 hour movie of Fight Girls premiered last 
summer on the Oxygen Network, the 
broadcast company hand selected a couple of 
women who they could rely on to get the job 
done again, doing it bigger, and better.  
 
So it was no surprise to MMA Fans when Gina 
Carano and Lisa King were invited to “coach” 
the girls to victory. 
 
READ ARTICLE 

 

MMAWoman.com - Female Mixed Martial Arts Community

 

 
AMMAA Starts Publishing News on MMAWoman.com

  Amateur Mixed Martial Arts association will now self-publish 
news  on MMAWoman.com. AMMAA founder Augie Shumati said 
“the choice couldn’t of been of more value to us. Now we can post 
timely MMA information for our readers right on our Buyer’s Guide 
pages, without web designer skills or experience.”  
 
Check Out Amateur Mixed Martial Arts Association 
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Miss MMA Photoshoot Takes Place at Fighthouse NYC

Miss MMA announced they have completed a photo shoot with 
Bobby Black, Las Vegas photographer, for a campaign to promote 
their elite contestant search for the perfect round card girls 
nationwide. The company also announced the services available 
for event promoters who desire one-stop shopping for round card 
girl services. Call 1-877-Miss-MMA to learn more. 
 
In the shoot with FightChix Apparel, Shana Marie shows why she 
was crowned Miss MMA 2007.  
 
Check out the photos from this modeling session. 

 

1-877-Miss-MMA | E-mail Us  MMAWoman.com   Digital Intent Inc. 1225 Bay Ave, Point Pleasant, NJ 08742
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